
MyVRSpot is the leading online Video Management Solution built
specifically for education, providing your organization a safe and
secure method for uploading, creating, archiving, and sharing of
digital media. In support of the ever-changing learning environment,
MyVRSpot provides a complete line of instructional tools for in-class,
remote, and hybrid learning.

So whether you are looking for a solution to create and share
instructional videos and other digital content with teachers and
students, or professional development videos with your staff,
MyVRSpot has a solution ready to implement today.
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MYVRSPOT ACCOUNTS Unlimited Media StorageUnlimited Media Storage

Media Creation & Editing ToolsMedia Creation & Editing Tools

Interactive Instructional ToolsInteractive Instructional Tools

SSO & LMS IntegrationsSSO & LMS Integrations

Simple Ways to ShareSimple Ways to Share

Training & PD OptionsTraining & PD Options

World Class Customer ServiceWorld Class Customer Service
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Online Video Resources for EducationOnline Video Resources for Education

For Admins, Teachers and Students to Create, Manage, and
Share Instructional and Professional Development Videos

MyVRSpot Accounts give you unlimited access to several key tools for successful instruction:  

Creation Tools
 

Provide guided instruction with our
Audio, Video, and Screen Recording

tools. Edit media files, with our image
and video editors, and even create

interactive projects, presentations, and
portfolios using MediaSpot, our drag-

and-drop HTML creator. 

All MyVRSpot Accounts include unlimited uploading, storage, bandwidth, and unlimited toll-free customer support

Assessment & Instruction Tools
 

SmartSpot is the perfect tool for creating
engaging video-based quizzes, while the
Video Response System (VRS) allows you
to create interactive assessments, where

your audience responds to your prompt in
a text, audio, or video format.

Video Showcase Tool
 

Create and manage your own Video-on-
Demand Showcase for your district,
school, or classroom website. Easily
highlight an unlimited number of
videos that can be organized into

custom categories. Simply share via a
URL link or embed code.

http://www.myvrspot.com/


Online Video Resources for EducationOnline Video Resources for Education

MyVRSpot provides a direct connection to Google Classroom, giving teachers a one-touch option to share
any of their videos to a specific class. If using Canvas or Schoology and creating a new assignment, teachers
are able to easily add any media item stored in their MyVRSpot account via our LTI integration. MyVRSpot
accounts can be provisioned for all Users in your organization via LDAP/Active Directory, Google G-Suite,
Microsoft Azure, as well as with other SAML based SSO solutions, like ClassLink or Clever.

LMS Integrations & Account Provisioning

Instructional Tools

Creating video-based quizzes to assess student comprehension is becoming a new standard.  You can easily
create a SmartSpot quiz using ANY video in your account. Simply insert questions at the beginning, the end,
or throughout the video, using any of the question formats, including:

SmartSpot

True / False (auto-graded)
Multiple Choice (auto-graded)

Fill In the Blank (auto-graded)
Open Answer (manually graded)

The Video Response System (VRS) is an incredibly versatile tool allowing you to create interactive and
prompted surveys, questionnaires or assessments where your audience responds to each prompt in a text,
audio, or video format.

Video Response System

Easily create your own Video-On-Demand Showcase, highlighting instructional or informational videos for
students or parents.  Media is organized by category, whether by subject, event, or timeline.  Showcases can
be created at the district, school, and classroom level, and can be shared via URL link, embedded into a
website, or embedded into a Canvas or Schoology course. 

Video Showcase

Creation Tools

With the Audio, Video, and Screen Recorder tools,
recording a read-a-loud or instructional video to
share with your class, has never been easier. Each
recording can be up to 60 minutes long, and can be
shared with students via Google Classroom, Canvas,
Schoology, or with direct URL links and QR codes.

Audio, Video, & Screen Recording

MediaSpot is a drag-and-drop, HTML creator. The
solution allows for the creation of interactive, media-
based projects, presentations and portfolios, with
options to include videos, images, audio files, URL
links, and so much more. You can create from
scratch or use one of the more than 40 included
teacher and student based templates.

MediaSpot

Our online Video Editor provides 5 key functions, including: cutting parts of a video; merging multiple clips
together; adding text overlays; adding transitions between clips; and adding sounds effects and background
music from the extensive library of over 1,200 royalty free files. 

The online Image Creator allows you to create new images (banners, logos, graphic organizers) utilizing a
wide range of tools and features. This really is the perfect tool for creating images from scratch, or it can also
be used to resize, crop, and creatively edit existing images uploaded to your MyVRSpot account.

Online Video Editor & Image Creator/Editor

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE OR TO SCHEDULECONTACT US TO LEARN MORE OR TO SCHEDULE  
AN ONLINE MEETINGAN ONLINE MEETING

888-237-6740 ext. 2888-237-6740 ext. 2      ||      sales@myvrspot.comsales@myvrspot.com      ||      www.myvrspot.comwww.myvrspot.com

http://www.myvrspot.com/

